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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides quantitative and qualitative outcome find from the study of real time 

operating systems (RTOS). In this article deliberate systems are Windows CE, QNX Neutrino, 

Vx Works, Linux and RTAI-Linux, which are frequently used in engineering and educational 

environments. Windows XP was too analysed, as a situation for conservative non-real-time 

operating system, because such systems are too usually and unintentionally used for 

instrumentation and control purposes. The valuations include most horrible case reply times 

for latency, latency jitter and reply time. 

Keywords: Real time operating systems, Windows CE, QNX Neutrino, Vx Works, Linux and 

RTAI-Linux. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Real Time Operating Systems (RTOS) are particularly intended to get together exact 

occasion restraint. In more than a few circumstances RTOS are in attendance in embedded 

systems, and the majority of the occasions they are not see by the user. A best example of 

these circumstances might be experiential in the auto industry, where it is predictable that 

36% of the semiconductors used in a automobile are microcontrollers, life form ordinary for a 

automobile to contain dozens of microcontrollers. As a result, the developed costs of motor 

vehicle are success size that survives only in the aerospace industry, where 1/3 of the total 

expenditure of a motor vehicle is spent in the chassis, 1/3 in the power train and 1/3 in 

electronics. Looking for development on its products and growth time decrease, the 

automobile producer has been assuming RTOS to organize the software that runs in the 

vehicles. A best illustration is the electronic inoculation of petroleum into the automobile 

engine, which have to be complete with exact time constraint. At every motor cycle, sensors 

require calculating and analyzing the productivity gases make by the burning, and then 

calculate the after that combination mixture before the next explosion happens. 

As well, it is recognized that these days still easy motors, such as the ones used in 

motorbikes, by now uses RTOS in their software. Further illustration are the newly 

developed avionics control systems, which use a solitary computer to manage with quite a 

few aircraft subsystems, thus necessitate an operating scheme with chronological and spatial 

divider systems. Spatial partitioning refers to everyday jobs separation in the computer 

recollection, while sequential divider refers to everyday jobs preparation, in-between the 

computer time correctly. This divider allows a solitary processor to carry out more than a few 

tasks concurrently, with no the danger of one task cause meddling in the chronological 
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supplies of additional errands. This move toward allows decrease of processor necessary to 

fly a plane, creation it lighter. In the global marketplace, there are additional than a hundred 

alternative of RTOS to decide from, as well there are free of charge alike options as the 

Linux operating system. In this method, the choice on which system to use might be a input 

issue to the achievement or breakdown of a project, and the analysis have to be made with 

neutrality and ample criteria. 

Real time operating systems are the multitasking operating systems, which not merely depend 

ahead the rational rightness other than also, depend winning the request release time. These 

precious RTOS mechanism on the attitude of the surrounding robin algorithm and pre-

emptive priority preparation technique. The RTOS requires extremely fewer sum of room 

around 10 KB to 100 KB in memory. There are quite a few compensation of RTOS similar to 

simple completion, low down in the clouds and inevitability. The specific genuine time in 

service systems that are: Nucleus RTOS: This is urbanized by the embedded system 

separation of the Mentor Graphics. It consists out Full-featured toolsets. Nucleus OS is 

fraction of a total embedded answer with a filled complement of embedded middleware. 

*Lynx OS: Current improved Lynx OS version 5.0 added microkernel design, which replaces 

the monolithic structural design of older Lynx OS. Lynx OS 5.0 has consist serial ATA add-

on hold up, symmetric multiprocessing unit, executable and linkable file arrangement and 

RAM hold up add to up to 2 GB.*QNX Neutrino: QNX is a microkernel based profitable 

UNIX like RTOS. The QNX consist a process known as ‘Msgsend’, which bury procedure 

the message among all thread according to main concern arrange preparation property. It too 

equipment POSIX message queues next to the kernel.*VxWorks: From Phoenix Mars Lander 

to Deep crash Space Probe and from strength to Mars Reconnaissance are the hardly any 

examples of important spacecraft, which uses the VxWorks as a only of their embedded 

system. The micro kernel of the VxWorks supports the arrangement, multitasking and 

reminiscence organization. *Windows CE:. Windows CE 6.0 is the newest launched RTOS 

of Microsoft. This newest account of the RTOS uses the Microsoft Visual Studio and.NET 

dense framework Platform. The removal and creation of the yarn is a episodic process, which 

happen for 1 millisecond after each episodic one second. *μC/OS-II: This in service system is 

on paper in the C language and specially intended for the embedded systems. It consists 

absent a pre-emptive and real time kernel, which have numerous threading. This operating 

system is intended with the apparition to give superior quality software constituent for 

industry key. The μC/OS-II is freely obtainable software for the educational purpose. 

 

II. MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY 

One of the current study it is demeanor by the EMF, which is a premier marketplace aptitude 

and optional solid in embedded technology industry. The review showed that the variety of 

OS vendors contain launch movement that propose that a variety of severe standards need to 

be necessary for medical device applications. But the query arises that, are this expert RTOS 

truly essential for the medical device applications? If yes, than which one is the appropriate 

platform for my applications? 
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The objective of prepare this document is to give details to the individual who belong to extra 

than one particular group and mainly nontechnical group. It is our top likely try to give a 

difference chart in the middle of a diversity of well-liked RTOS. The range of compilation 

boundary of the RTOS has be converse concerning in the after that points. 

III. SELECTION CRITERIA 

 

A customer earlier than purchase the RTOS for their engineering forever goes during with 

long deliberations, a variety of meeting and consult with the technological employees, which 

frequently create the condition of bewilderment. Generally, the consumer has to think the 

following 4 significant stricture previous to selection of RTOS. These 4 parameters consist 

the whole sequence of assortment. 

 

A. Functionality: The functionality of the RTOS is completely connected to essential 

structural design of the OS. In main thought the functionality is connected with the inferior 

end of range, which offers basic preventative scheduler and key scheme call. These RTOS is 

less expensive and come with the source code, which can be with no trouble adapt according 

to the application. To increase the functionality of the RTOS, we contain to go from side to 

side further than the essential scheduler. The go forward scheduler consists out a diversity of 

tools, which can be used for the go forward growth surroundings. This advance growth 

environment, also recognized by the IDTs. 

 

B. Performance: The performance of the RTOS is the foundation stone of the excellence 

pledge and dependability. The option of stage and computer also influence the presentation of 

RTOS. If the request requires incomplete features than at that occasion lower and essential 

account of the RTOS ought to be used. Otherwise it adds to your expenses. 

 

C. Price: The RTOS comes into broad range and dissimilar diversity. Price is single of the 

leading issues of assortment criterion. The RTOS you in fact wanted be supposed to be 

purchase according to technological requirement, so that the value will adjust according to 

the request obligation. 

 

D. Advanced Feature: Apart from the ordinary quality, there have to be a number of 

requirements of highly developed feature. Some of the higher characteristic can be describe 

in the next points like. 

 i) The kernel of operating system has to have multimedia supportability. 

 ii) A total management and carol over show must be obtainable .The GUI can give effectual 

services and organization.  

iii) Micro kernel structural design of the RTOS is preferable owing to ease of use of high-

quality cache reminiscence, kernel reminiscence and elevated CPU cycle use. 

 

IV. RTOS FEATURE COMPARISON 
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The kernel is solitary of the nearly all significant fraction of the real-time system. 

Preparation, job organization, timer treatment, IPC device is the necessary services, which is 

providing by the kernel. A RTOS be supposed to contain the next features:  

[a].Virtual and active reminiscence organization. 

 [b]Task synchronization 

[c]a variety of stage and USB supportability.  

[d]preparation, formation and dispatch of duty. 

[e]appropriateness for the assignment critical move toward.  

[f] Multiprocessor supportability. 

[g].break off handling potential  

[h] Semaphore supportability. 

 The following section resolve explain the functionality and the contrast of a variety of 

obtainable RTO 

 

V. STANDARD AND PROTOCOL COMPLIANCE 

The standard and protocol give a example, which employment as a orientation replica for 

human being manufacturer. They are necessary for maintain an unlock and spirited 

marketplace for progression and dispensation of real-time in service system skill. Some of the 

RTOS and their normal fulfillment are exposed out underneath. Most of the RTOS is Ada C 

language manageable. The μC/OS-II is on paper in highly moveable ANSI C, with aim 

microprocessor precise system on paper in assembly language 
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Fig. 1 Demonstration of the Considerable Points Platform requirements 

Table 1 Demonstration Of Classification Over Standard & Protocol Compliance 

RTOS QNX 

NEUTRINO 

OS 

Lynx OS VxWorks Windows 

CE 

Nucleus 

RTOS 

MicroC/OS-

2 

*Standard Open GLES,IEC 

Integrity level 

ISO9001:2

000 

Service 

Capability 

Support 

WSD 

Supportable 

MAX 

IL 

Certify 

RTCA, 

IAR’s Spy 

Debugger, 

*POSIX YES YES Queued -- YES YES 

Compliance     POSIX       

*Protocol PIP HLP PIP PIP PIP PIP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 Demonstration of the General Purpose RTOS before the Selection of Student 

Purpose 

VI. MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
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The appearance of MMU brings an improved supportability for the practical memory 

management. In RTOS, there are 2 types of memory management obtainable. Static 

memory device works on the code of pools division. The pools device allows application 

software to assign the chunk of reminiscence into 4 to 8 dissimilar buffer dimension per 

pools. It permits a buffer to place downward the buffer list in available dimension for use 

again of original bumper in future. In one more type of reminiscence management 

instrument the task multi indoctrination phenomenon is second-hand in which, we use the 

thought of insist paging. 

Table 2 Demonstration Of Classification Over Memory 

RTOS QNX 

NEUTRINO 

OS 

Lynx OS VxWorks Windows 

CE 

Nucleus 

RTOS 

Micro 

C/OS-2 

*Type of 

Kernel 

Micro 

Kernel 

Dynami  

Kernel 

Micro 

Kernel 

Monolithic  

and 

Hybrid 

Real 

Time 

Preemptive/  

Real Time 

*MMU & 

Virtual Strict MMU with Best Fit Flexible MMU Fixed Size 

Memory 

Paging Memory Virtual Algorithm Memory Available 

Memory 

Block 

  Protection by Addressing   Model     

  MMU           

 

VII. PROCESS SPECIFICATION & TASK SYNCHRONIZATION 

The process is distinct as an example of a program organization on the processor. The 

process consists out 3 components, i.e.  

[a] An executable agenda  

[b] linked data with that agenda.  

[c] implementation background of the program.  

Synchronization is wanted to split the joint elite resources of a real-time system. The main 

concern inversion is the method which enforces the uppermost priority job to carry out first. 

The one of the majority traditional move toward for this difficulty is the main concern 

inversion procedure and the uppermost locker protocol. 

Table 3 Demonstration Of Classification Over Process Specification & Task 

Synchronization 
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RTOS QNX 

EUTRINO 

OS 

Lynx 

OS 

Vx 

Works 

Windows 

CE  

Nucleus 

RTOS 

Micro 

C/OS-2 

*Threading Single Multiple Single Single Multiple Multiple 

*PriorityLevel 32 level 

256 

level 

256 

level 8 level 64 level -- 

*Nested Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Interrupt             

 

VIII. RESULTS AND SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 

The assortment of the RTOS is a multifaceted job. According to the request they may be 

significantly chosen. Right assortment provides a price effectual answer and be able to 

create excellent consequence inside the limit. As the reminiscences of the included circuits 

are receiving denser, they are significantly scaled downward for the universal reason 

operating system versions. In end following considering the variety of parameter, here we 

are as long as some optional submission for the RTOS. 

Table 4 Demonstrations Of Suggested Applications For Various Available Rtos 

RTOS Overall 

Architecture and 

Performance 

Suggested Application 

Vxworks Excellent Complex real time and embedded 

Application, space- craft 

Micro C/OS-2 Excellent Educational & Embedded Based 

Applications 

QNX NEUTRINO 

OS 

Very good Server, Embedded & Workstations. 

Windows CE good Minimalist computer and embedded 

application 

Lynx OS Excellent Military, avionics, Industry, control, 

telecommunication 

Nucleus RTOS Very good Setup Boxes, Cellular Phones 

&Consumer Electronics 

 

IX. Future Works & Conclusion 
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In this article, I had exposed out the variety of applications, supplies and selection criteria’s 

of six widely used RTOS. In present situation, there is a need of accurate time 

determination. A mathematical replica, with a move toward of precise occasion strength of 

mind can brings a distinguished change in the meadow of real-time operating system. We 

are at present working on growth of this mathematical model. In the prospect work I will 

make a benchmark by install and difficult the variety of RTOS. Along by a methodical 

presentation modify of the various RTOS. I am also expansion our move toward by study 

the Enterprise RTOS. 
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